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***

To use an old cliché, “the cat is out of the bag.”

For  perhaps  the  first  time  since  the  COVID  Plandemic  started  at  the  beginning  of  2020,
Americans who get most of their information solely through the corporate media, which is
heavily funded by Big Pharma, got a dose of reality on just what exactly has been going on
for the past 16 months or so, thanks to Tucker Carlson, and his 45-minute interview with Dr.
Peter McCullough last week on his “Tucker Carlson Today” show on Fox News.

Dr.  Peter  McCullough is  well-known to most  Health Impact  News  readers,  as  we have
featured his testimony before the Texas Senate as well as the U.S. Congress in previous
articles.  See:  CENSORED:  Dr.  Peter  McCullough,  MD  testifies  How  Successful  Home
Treatments  for  COVID  Make  Experimental  Vaccines  Unnecessary

Viewers of this Fox Network program learned that there is, in fact, a worldwide conspiracy to
suppress effective treatments for COVID patients in favor of experimental COVID injections.

To  be  sure,  neither  Tucker  nor  Dr.  McCullough  used  the  politically  explosive  term
“conspiracy,” but they used other terms that communicate the exact same thing.

Dr. McCullough, for example, throughout the interview when referring to why other doctors
and  health  agencies  were  not  educating  the  public  about  effective  early  treatments  that
have  been  proven  to  save  lives,  used  the  term “group  think,”  and  kept  saying  that
“something is up” worldwide, to the point where Tucker kept pressing him to state why he
thought this was happening.

Dr. McCullough eventually replied: “This is the goal of investigative reporters to figure out.”

Because to discuss the “why” this is happening was not the focus of this interview, and
would have led to discussions about Bill Gates, Anthony Fauci, their ties to eugenics and
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establishing a New World Order, etc. – topics beyond the expertise of Dr. McCullough.

To his credit, however, Dr. McCullough did allude to some of these things by bringing up the
Nuremburg Code, and how doctors today are violating it.

But this interview was focused clearly on one single question: Why is nobody discussing
COVID treatment protocols outside of the new experimental “vaccines”?

And Tucker was brilliant in this interview.

First, he chose the correct person to discuss this, Dr. Peter McCullough.

Dr.  Peter  McCullough is  a consultant  cardiologist  and Vice Chief  of  Medicine at  Baylor
University Medical Center in Dallas, TX. He is a Principal Faculty in internal medicine for the
Texas A & M University Health Sciences Center.

Dr.  McCullough is an internationally recognized authority on the role of  chronic kidney
disease as a cardiovascular risk state with over 1000 publications and over 500 citations in
the National Library of Medicine.

He is the most published scientist in the history of his field.

Anyone in the corporate media who wants to now label Dr. McCullough as a “quack” will be
basically shooting themselves in the foot.

Dr. McCullough is not anti-vaxx, and neither is Tucker Carlson.

When you watch this interview, you will see two people who have been educated to believe
in the medical system, but who obviously see that something is not right with the way the
entire world has responded to COVID, where hundreds of thousands of people in the U.S.
have died needlessly, because they were told to go home with COVID-19, because there was
no treatment for it, when in fact there were successful treatments.

That lie has now been exposed to MILLIONS of people worldwide, thanks to the audience of
Tucker Carlson.

People have asked me why Tucker Carlson is all of a sudden telling the truth about the
COVID Plandemic, and if he is “controlled opposition.”

I don’t think so, after watching this interview. I think he is like the many other honest
doctors in the field of medicine, like Dr. McCullough, who although they believe in vaccines
and pharmaceutical  products,  recognize that  there are  evil  people  with  evil  intentions
running this COVID show, and their consciences will no longer allow them to be silent.

Tucker Carlson has one of the highest rated shows on Cable TV. He is obviously putting his
own career on the line to expose this, choosing to follow the truth wherever it leads, no
matter what it is going to cost him.

One of the things that impressed me the most about this interview, was that even though
Fox News is mostly a Right Wing/Conservative/Republican platform, partisan politics NEVER
entered the discussion. Just good, solid journalism.
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This is a NON-PARTISAN issue that affects EVERYONE!

Please invest in the 45 minutes it takes to watch this incredible interview, and then share it
far and wide. Please watch it on Fox News here.

There is a cost, but it is well worth it, and you will be communicating to Fox News that this is
the kind of information America wants and needs right now.

Because the issues discussed in this interview are life and death issues, we are invoking the
Fair Use doctrine for non-commercial use, as this is a dire matter of public health that needs
to be available to everyone.

The information in this interview can literally save your life, and the lives of your loved ones.

This is from our Rumble channel, and it is also on our Bitchute channel. But again, we
encourage everyone to go pay to watch it on Fox News. Your small investment will help tell
Fox that we want more honest journalism on the COVID issues.

*

Note to readers: Please click the share buttons above or below. Follow us on Instagram,
@crg_globalresearch. Forward this article to your email lists. Crosspost on your blog site,
internet forums. etc.

Featured image: Dr. Peter McCullough appears on the Tucker Carlson Today show on Fox.
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